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	NAME: Axanari
	DESCRIPTION: Axanari are hardy, energetic humanoids that inhabit the planet Axanar III (Beta quadrant). They are the only species to have joined the Federation after going to war with it. They are an androgynous humanoid species with an average lifespan of 400 years. Their eyes are reptilian in appearance & their grayish skin is wrinkled. They have 2 narrow ridges that run down the center of their heads to split at the nose & finish on both sides of their mouth. They resemble tall humans with a varying degree of complexions. Many have an overly developed chip on their shoulders & a propensity to act before thinking. When asked a question, an Axanari will always have a definite answer, even when there is insufficient evidence, & will be absolutely certain that he is correct.Names: They have a given name & a surname that they inherit through the paternal line. Male: Meyas, Neroun, Davak, Harklos. Female: Kelisa, Nerisar, Sevahin, Yelgara. Surname: Kagim, Kuyan, Sozenn, Bayli.
	ERA:  TNG and Beyond
	Text Field 13:  I am certain I see a pattern.
	Text Field 7: Fitness +1, Insight +2, Presence -1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: The Axanari prefer a nitrogen-methane atmosphere. They have green blood. Their body produces Triglobulin from its Zymuth gland. This substance has medical & aphrodisiac properties. Their skin is covered with a fine dust-like secretion that helps protect them from high radiation levels. They are highly resistant to all forms of radiation. You gain 1d20 to your rolls. You gain a Resistance +1 vs Energy & Energy weapons.
	TALENTS: Axanari, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Pattern Recognition [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Axanari perceptions allow them to be adept in identifying and understanding complex patterns & systems. You lower the Difficulty of rolls by 2, minimum of 1, & you gain 1d20 to your rolls. You use your Insight Skill plus whatever Discipline applies for these tasks [GM's discretion].
	TALENT NAME 2: Danger Sense & Heightened Senses
	TALENT TEXT 2: The Axanari evolved in a predator-rich environment, where they had to constantly be on their guard. You lower the difficulty of being ambushed or surprised by 2, minimum of 1. Also. you gain the benefits of an Advantage, if successful.
	TALENT NAME 3: I Lived Through That
	TALENT TEXT 3: For each century you have lived (Max: 4), you may declare you were at a historical event during that century. You are considered to have a Focus for knowledge related to that event. You may leave these undeclared until needed, but once chosen, it is permanent for your PC.
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